
Little Few

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

The haze above inspired a _________ courage in the child, who, of all
things, hated darkness.
1.

We drove on in silence for a _________ moments.2.

Luckily it was a still night, and very _________ wind came in to embarrass
us.
3.

They were trudging wearily along, and making but _________ progress.4.

Once their resolution was taken, they lost but _________ time in making
preparations to carry it out.
5.

Both were silent for a _________ moments.6.

The dessert will consume _________ time, but I am ready to serve it.7.

In a _________ minutes she returned with the farmer.8.

By noon the snow left off falling, the sky cleared up, and the sun shone
bright, although it gave out but _________ warmth.
9.

Everyone seemed to experience a _________ relaxation of the constraint.10.

McCormick had _________ money and no prestige.11.

In eleven years these trees had grown and branched so as to nearly
cover the road, hidden already by steep banks, which ran into a _________
wood of thirty acres recently purchased.

12.

To a flush hit which he received in the mouth he paid as _________
attention as a wild bull would have done; in a moment his arms were around
me, and in another he had hurled me down, falling heavily upon me.

13.

Why not be content with his _________ success and buckle down to his
profession?
14.

In a _________ minutes she again spoke.15.
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Is a _________ money, then, to sway my affections?16.

And I mean to attend to my scholars just as before; so that I shall have
very _________ time for visiting or seeing company.
17.

From time to time the doctor came to the door for a _________ air and to
rest his eyes, which were almost smoked out of his head, and whenever he
did so, he had a word for me.

18.

In a _________ days we made sail.19.

A _________ sand had blown into the depressions, and some of it was
wet and some of it was dry.
20.
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